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o Comparison of imaging sensors for surveillance applications 
o An overview of visual surveillance algorithms 
o A superresolution algorithm for improving target recognition in visual 

surveillance 
 
We briefly introduce our superresolution algorithm and its relevance in visual 
surveillance. An imaging sensor samples the projection of an underlying 3D scene at the 
intersect points of a 2D grid. An imaging sensor samples spatially blurred intensities 
because of the finite dimension of its constituent sensors. The sampling grids of 
neighboring frames of a video sequence are, in general, non-identical due to camera and 
object motion. This means that the information from a number of adjacent frames can be 
combined to obtain a superresolved frame. Such a higher resolution frame will improve 
the effectiveness of recognition of targets which in turn will improve surveillance. 
 
We have developed a novel superresolution algorithm based on a fast motion estimation 
technique. Two stages of this algorithm, namely, motion estimation and high-resolution 
reconstruction, rely on an area-based interpolation scheme that involves intersecting two 
pixel grids in arbitrary orientation, displacement, and scaling. We develop a fast 
approximate solution of the interpolation, whose exact solution is prohibitively 
expensive. In addition, gradient descent algorithm is used for fast convergence of the 



motion estimation algorithm. Experimental results demonstrate the good performance of 
the proposed superresolution algorithm as well as its robustness against noise. 
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